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THE HOMOTOPY CATEGORY OF EXACT COUPLES 
DOSALD W. KAHS~- 
( Receiced 28 Noremhrr 1967) 
THE CATEGORY of Cl&‘-complexes and stable homotopy classes of continuous maps has 
attracted the attention of topologists for more than a decade (see [l], [2], [3], [Sb] or [9]). 
As a category, it has many unusual properties: it is not Abelian, but sums agree with pro- 
hicts: every object is projective, etc. Puppe [Sb] has studied a general class of stable 
homotopy categories. 
Nevertheless, we have at present no general structure theorem for this category. Of 
course, a full algebraic description cannot be expected at this time, for such a description 
would describe all classes of maps .Y -+ Y. It appears to me that, for the present, an ideal 
description would consist in some algebraic structure, defined in terms of the stable homo- 
topy ring G, (see [IO]). 
We aim for the following here: 
(A) We construct ($1) a homotopy theory in the category of exact couples of graded 
modules over a ring R. 
(B) We construct a functor .F (92) from finite CL+‘-complexes to exact couples, which 
respects the notions of homotopy, and moduio maps on which .F vanishes, we show (93) 
that _F imbeds the stable homotopy category into the quotient, under homotopy, of the 
category of exact couples of G,-modules. One may then heuristically regard the exact 
couples as a generalization of the stable homotopy category. 
(C) In $3, it is shown that one may define homotopy groups, homology and cohomology 
groups, and the Hurewicz homomorphism in the category of exact couples over any graded 
ring. We establish the homotopy invariance of these notions, as well as compatibility with 
the usual definitions, via the functor 9, in the case of the ring G, . In $5, we show that the 
homotopy groups of an exact couple form a representable functor. $G shows how the 
classical Theorems of Hurewicz and Whitehead hold in the category of exact couples. 
(D) In $7, we consider some examples and show that the analogue of a conjecture of [3] is 
false in the category of exact couples over a graded polynomial ring. $8 contains some 
remarks as to why the obvious method of constructing cones does not work in the category 
of exact couples. 
One virtue of the category of exact couples of R-modules is that it adds a new dimension 
to stable topology by permitting the rin g, classically G, , to vary. A more practical advantage 
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is that we may test out unsolved problems in stable homotopy theory in the category of 
exact couples of R-modules, when R is a simpler ring than G,. The result of 97 is an 
instance in point. The chief open questions are whether there exist essential maps on which 
9 vanishes and whether the category of exact couples of R-modules admits cone con- 
structions. 
We have omitted discussion of those constructions which carry over from stable homo- 
topy theory to exact couples in a formal way, for example universal coefficient theorems, 
K-theory, the notion of n-skeleton. One may define a suspension in the category of exact 
couples of R-modules to be a dimension shift. 
Some of these results were announced in [jb]. 
In this section, we describe the exact couples and the associated homotopy theory. 
The general reference for exact couples is [7]. 
Let R be a graded (associative) ring with unit 1 E R”. We shall consider bigraded 
R-modules 
A = c @ A”* q 
P. 4 
for which R acts on the second factor, i.e. we have a family of maps 
R” X AP.4 + ,z,P*Y+S, 
subjected to the usual conditions. 
6%‘, denotes the category whose objects are exact couples of bigraded R-modules, 
written (A, B,f; g, /I), where 
(a) APs q = 0, if p < 0 
(b) BPS4 = 0, if 4 < 0 
(c) The mapsf, g, 11 are R-linear, with bidegrees ( + 1, - I), (0, 0), (- 1, 0), respectively. 
A morphism in the category, c!?%~, 
(a,, uz> : <A 4 . . .> --* CC, D, . . .>, 
is a morphism of exact couples in which each map is R-linear. The choice of bidegrees is 
motivated by the applications. 
In order to build a homotopy theory, we need an analogue of the Cartesian product 
with the unit interval. I now define a functor from 6Vs, to itself which associates with every 
couple, a new couple having all the formal properties of Cartesian product with the unit 
interval. 
Definition I. 1. Given (A, B, f, g /I) E Pi?, . We put 
AP.4 = /fP.4@BP.4 
aP.4=BP.4@BP.4QBP-1.4 
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We define three R-module homomorphisms as follows: 
7(.~, Y) = (f(x), O), 
3x9 Y) = (9(-y) - Y, J?-gNY)), 
Iqx, y, :) = (h(s + y), : -i glr(_V),. 
- - 
We shall soon see that (A, B,f, g, r) I is an object of 8VR. If it is to serve as a product with 
the unit interval, ue must have two canonical injections of the original couple into this 
new couple. These are provided as follows: 
The maps 
- - 
(ri, 3’) : (A, B, f, g, h) + (A, B,j, S, I;), i = I, 2, 
are given by 
?(x) = (5, O), ?(x) = (s, 0, 0) 
r2(x) = (s, g(x)), sZ(x) = (0, s, 0). 
We shall see now that these maps, which are obviously R-linear, are in fact couple maps. 
- - -7 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (A, B, f, g, I?) is an object of‘ G?TR , and the canonical maps (2, s’), 
i = 1, 2, are morpliistm in the category 8’tR . 
Proof: The proof is easy, and we only illustrate it in two cases: 
Case 1: ker(l;) = Tm(g) 
Firstly, we calculate 
I;@, :> = h(g(s) - y, J, - gh(y)) = (l/g(x), -gNy) + g/z(y)) = (0, 0). 
Secondly, if&u, L‘, LV) = 0, then h(rr + t;) = 0 and )L’ f glr(ll) = 0. Therefore, II + 1’ = g(r), 
for some 1. Then, a(:, I.) = (g(z) - C, L’, -g/r(v)) = (II, I‘, ~3). 
Case 2: s2g = ?jr 2, ,2l, = I;s', rZff=3jJ 
J’dY) = (0, S(Y), 0) 
3*(Y) = a4: 9(Y)) = (0, SiY), -&(_J9) 
= (09 SW> 0) 
?/i(Z) = (h(z), g/7(z)) 
W(z) = r;(O, z, 0) = (h(z),gh(z)) 
r'f'(x) = ma, gf(4) = (_w, 0) 
j?(s) =_T(x, g(x)) = (I‘(s), 0). 
Remark. One may also define canonical projections, but we do not need them here. 
We shall now define homotopy in the category &Va. 
Definition 1.2. Let (A, B,j; g, /I), (C, D, f, m, n) E CPV:, Suppose that we are given 
two morphisms in &YR, say 
(lli, vi) : (A, B,f,g, h) -+ (C, D, /, m, n), i = 1, 2. 
If there is a map 
such that 
(u’, r’) = (U, V) . (Ti, s’), i = 1,2, 
we say that the maps are homotopic, and we write (u’, c’> - (u’, 2). 
Retnurk. 01le may show that ‘. z *’ is an equivalence relation. For example, to see 
that .’ v .’ 
- - 
is symmetric, one constructs an involution on (A, B,f7 Q, A) which has the effect 
of interchanging the cannonical injections. However, for the purposes of this paper, it is 
sufficient to think of the equivalence relation generated by the symbol *’ = ” defined above. 
Defuition 1.3. The category of exact couples over R and homotopy ciasses of couple 
maps in fVfY,, i.e. equivalence classes under .’ N “, is denoted 6%‘,/1. 
In this section, we construct a functor from CW-complexes to exact couples. We shall 
see that the constructions of the previous section have geometric origins. We denote by 
%“lI- the category of finite, connected (based) CPV-complexes and (based) cellular maps. 
%‘Y,@I? is the quotient of this category taking homotopy classes of maps, and %,$I’.& is the 
quotient taking stable homotopy classes of maps. That is to say, the set of morphisms from 
X to Y in c??~~~..r17 is 
lim [Z”X, YYJ,, , 
II 
where [ , lh denotes homotopy classes of maps and C denotes reduced suspension. We shall 
write Xp for the p-skeleton of X. 
Definition 2. I. Let X E V% _. We set 
.AP’ [I = xs 
P+&xP); wq = 7r;+&YP/xP- ‘), 
where n:(X) = lim n,,,+,,(YX) is the nlth stable homotopy group. 
The maps 
are the usual maps from the (stable) homotopy exact sequences of the pairs (Xp, XP-‘). 
Denote 
3(X) = (A, B,f; g, h). 
The basic properties of this construction are summarized in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(a) 9 : PZfl. -+ 8Vc, is a fuuctor from C W-couples to the category of exact couples of 
i~~oti~ilcs owr the stable hornotopy ring G, . 
(b) B*’ * is a free, bigraded G,-module, with BP* * having us marry generators as p-cells 
ill X, lvhere 9(X) = (.4, B, f, g, h) as aboce. 
(c) B*,,* 3 x%(X), i.e., the associated spectral sequerrce converges to the stable homotopy 
of‘ x. 
(d) If‘ 4 : X---t Y is .wch that F(4) is an isomorphism, then b, is stably a (cellular) 
homotopy equiralence. 
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Proof. (a) is clear. To prove (b), note that Xp/Xp-’ is a wedge of spheres, one for each 
p-cell of X. The generators correspond to maps of degree 1 onto the respective spheres. 
Note that if c is a generator, /I(C) is the class of the map by which that corresponding cell 
is attached. 
The proof of (c) follows in a standard manner from the fact that our couple satisfies 
the conditions for an object of AV’, . 
In order to prove (d), we note that suspension yields an isomorphism of couples, of 
degree + 1. We may assume that we have suspended X and Y susciently many times to be 
in the stable range. 
Then in the stable range, 4 induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups (because 
z,(Xnfl) z II, (X)) and hence by Whitehead’s theorem is a homotopy-equivalence. The same 
argument shows that 4 1 X”‘, any I):, is a stable homotopy-equivalence. We remark that it 
is shown in $6 that the terms B, ?*’ of the first-derived couple, are the homology of the space, 
and that it is sufficient that 4 induces isomorphisms on these terms, or even on the terms 
Bi*4, in order that 4 be a homotopy equivalence. 
We have defined a Cartesian product with the unit interval in G%‘:,. To justify the 
definition, we must show that the functor 9 transforms the usual Cartesian product with 
the unit interval in %‘?Y into oLr new definition in d%‘:, . As a corollary, we will be able to 
conclude that if 4 N $ in the category g?-ly, then F”(4) N F($) in the category 6VG.. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let XE GT?%*, 9(X) = (A, B, f, g, h). Then ttlere is an isomorphism 
- - 
9(X x I) N (A, B,f, 8, h), 
in 6VL;_, IrhicJz carries the maps n,JzicJz are inciuced by the inclusions 
. 
II, 12 ~X-?XX I . 
ocer into the canonical injections (rl, s’> and (r’, s’). 
Proof. It will be convenient to write 
9(X x 1) = (A*, B*,f*, g*, h*). 
By definition, we have 
‘4*p*4 = 7$+&(X x I)P). 
In order to calculate this, we set 
C = XP x {0), D = (X” x {I} u Xp-’ x Z; 
so that 
(Xx I)p=C~ D 
The injection of the lower face 
i:C+CuD 
admits a left-inverse 
s:CuD+C 
defined by s(x, t) = x. In other words, we have a commutative diagram 
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CUD . 
This implies that the exact sequence of the pair (C u D, C), in stable homotopy, breaks up 
into split, short exact sequences. 
i. 
s 0 + r&*(XP) * 7rpcq ((Xx I)p)%;,,(cvDjc)+o 
It is obvious that C u D/C has ;je same homotopy-type as Xp, with a cone erected over 
Xp-‘, or equivalently, X9/Xp-‘. Therefore, we have 
A*P.” = AP’¶@BP.¶ 
We note that the other splitting homomorphism 
“;+4(xp/xp-1) -+ 7$+&(X x I)P) 
is also induced by a geometric map, because nz(XP/XP-‘) is free. In fact, (X x Ijp has the 
stable homotopy-type of the wedge of these spaces. 
We also remark that when we consider a map X x I -+ Y restricted to the lower face, 
this is just the same as restricting to the first summand when we apply the functor 9. 
The calculation of PpSq is relatively simple. The space 
(X x I)“/(X x I)p-’ 
is a wedge of p-cells, the number bein, u twice the number of p-cells in X, plus the number 
of (p - 1)-cells in X. This implies that 
B*P.4 = BP.4 @ BP.Y @ B?-1.4, 
This completes the identification of the modules; before considering the maps f*, g*, h*, 
it is better to examine the canonical injections. 
We consider the injection at time zero. 
i,:X-+XxI. 
Clearly, if ~1 E nz+,(XP), il.(u) = (u, 0), while if z’ E n~+,(XP/XP-‘), then iI, = (v, 0, 0). 
To determine iZ,, we note that iz , restricted to Xp, followed by S, is the identity. On the 
other hand, i, IXp followed by the projection 
Cu D-tCu D/C 
is precisely the usual projection 
XP --f XP/XP_-l 
Therefore, we see that if u E ns+,(XP), 
il*(lc) = (4 g(4) 
It is obvious that i2,(c) = (0, u, 0), when c E $+&Xp/Xp-‘). 
This completes the identification of the canonical injections, and we turn attention to 
the maps f*,g*, II*. 
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it is clear that 
_f*(u, 0) =/‘*(ils(u)j = i,*(J‘(u)j = (f(u), 0). 
Because the inclusion 
,Y?_l ‘J (-xp- c XP (_) cy?-’ 
i 
is null-homotopic (here .‘ C” refers to cone), \vz conclude that 
J‘>“(O, c) = (0, 0). 
Similarly, we ca!culate 
g’“(~, 0) = g”(il*(u)) = il,(g(u)) = (g(u), 0, 0). 
The calculation of g”(0, c) is more ditI%xlt. The retraction s induces a map 
s : (X x I)fl/(X x i:p- L + xp/xp- 1. 
There is then a commutative diagram 
in which p1 and p2 are the obvious projections. We note in addition that S *pl may be 
factored 
(X x I)4 (XP/XP_I) v (xp/xp-L): XP/XP_’ 
where y is the projection obtained by shrinking Xp-’ x I to a point, and q5 is the folding map. 
Observe that g* is induced by p1 . 
We coxlude that S, gQ(O, I;) is the sum of the projections of g*(O, u) onto the first and 
second summands. On the other hand, s,(O, I’) = 0. By the commutativity of the above 
diagram, we deduce that the projections onto the fust and second summands differ by a 
sign. But it is clear that the projection onto the second summand, which represents the 
upper face of the prism, is just L’. Thus we have shown that 
g”(u, r) = (g(u) - c, c?) 
We must study the projection onto the third summand. This is induced by the composition 
(“) (X x r)P -+ xp U cxp-’ 4 xxp-’ --f xxp-‘/zxp-‘, 
which is the same as the projection 
(X x I)P+ 
(X x ry 
xp x {o:uxp x (1) u xp-’ x I 
We note that the second space in (*) is to be constructed as Xp x {I} with a cone attached 
to x’p-’ x (1) below. This being understood, when we apply the first two maps of (*) to 
(0, L:), we get --h(c), while the third map is clearly g. Therefore, 
g+(“, ?J)=(g@) -v, v, -g/z(v)). 
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Lastly, we need to calculate 12”. As before, I use the canonical injections to obtain 
h*(s, 0, 0) = h*&*(x)) = il*(/Z(X)) = (/I(*+ 0) 
/I*(09 Y, 0) = i**MY)) = (NY), MY)). 
We next consider the composition 
c**> cxp- l (X x I)P 
cx'p- 1 
cxp-- ---(X x y-1 -(X x I)PuC(X x I)p-‘-+qx x I)p-’ +- XX"- - 
The first map is induced by the obvious inclusion, while the composition of the second and 
third are just the map which induces 11. The last map consists in factoring by E(Xp-’ x 
(0; u xp-2 x I). We also note that the first map induces the inclusion of the third summand, 
while the last map is projection onto the second summand. 
One may verify without difficulty that (**) induces the identity on homology groups 
in dimension p. It follows, by freeness, that (**) induces the identity on stable homotopy, 
and thus 
ll*(o, 0, 2) = (?, z). 
To get the projection on the first summand, note that the map 
~(ePxZ)=SePxIuePx{O}uepx(l}S,ePx{O) 
is inessential. This shows that the projection of h*(O, 0, z) onto the first summand is 0. 
We have now identified the mapsf*, g*, h* with the mapsf, S, fi, completing the proof 
of the theorem. 
We now prove a theorem concernin, Q maps from a Cartesian product with the unit 
interval. There are two corollaries, the first concerning the imbedding of %‘-Wsll and the 
second concerning the realization of maps in &ZG+ as images under 8. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X, YE WW, 9(X) = (A, B, f, g, h). Suppose that we are gicen a map 
in E%+ where we denote by 9(X) the Cartesian product ,\.ith the unit intercal. 
Suppose further that 
F * (rl, s’) = .9(r) 
for some map u : X -+ Y in the category WW. 
Then there is a map F: X x I -+ Y in %?W so that 
1.) {F * il} = {u}, in %‘:-IYsh, 
2.) 9(F) = F. 
Proof. By suspending, we may assume that we are in the stable range. The proof will 
proceed by induction. Let 
(X x r>, = x x (0) u Xk x (1) u xk-’ x I. 
The k-skeleton of X x I is a subcomplex of (X x I)k. It is clear that we may define F on 
(X x I), so that our conditions are satisfied. 
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Assume that F is defined on (X x I), so that 1.) and 2.) are satisfied. Here, we under- 
stand 2.) to be satisfied for all terms whose first degree is s :I. 
Define 
Fl : (X x I),+1 + Y 
as follows: 
FL j (X x I>, = F. 
For each cell of the form en+’ x {I} or e” x I, we define Fl on that cell to represent the 
relative class ,({e”+’ x (1))) or F({e” X I}), where the brackets refer to the element in 
B -“+l,’ corresponding to that cell. Since F induces F on (X x I), , we may use the homotopy 
extension property to assure that Fl agrees with the map already defined, on the boundaries. 
The map Fl clearly induces F on the term B”+l’o. However, Fl need not induce F on 
the term A”+l.* = A”+l.*@B”+l.+. Nevertheless, Fl induces F when restricted to the Crst 
summand, and one the second summand, the difference between F(F,) and F lies in 
Ker(7r~+,+,(Y”+‘)+n~+,+,(Y”+‘/Y”)). 
Therefore, using the fact that B”+l* * IS free, we define a geometric map, 
q : (X x &+I -+ Y” C Y, 
which is null on (X x I), and which has the property that Fl + cp induces F on A”+l**. As 
the image of cp lies in Y”, FL and F,+q induce the same map on B”+” *, the relative 
term. Since 6” is null on X x {0}, in fact one all (X x I),, FI and FL + cp are homotopic on 
Xx (0). 
Now, using the homotopy extension property, we replace FL + cp by a homotopic map 
Fwhich agrees with our original map on (X x I), and which induces F on A”+‘** and B”+l**, 
completing the induction step. 
In this way we construct a map F which is as desired on X x (01, and which induces F 
when we apply the functor 9. 
To state our first corollary, note that by Theorem 2.2, 9 induces a functor 
F. : WWsh + b%‘,,h. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Module classes of maps f for &k-h 9(f) = 0, 9, is an imbedding of 
categories, i.e. 
ifcr,, CQ : X -+ Y, 9(a1) = 9(a2), then there is a map j? : X + Y, bvith 9”(p) = 0, so that 
{Q + {PI = {%I 
in the category WWsh. 
Proof. Note that by Theorem 3.1, if F is the homotopy for .F(al) N P(Q), we may 
find a map 
F:XxI-+Y 
so that in VWsh F - i, N aI, and 9(F) = T. Because 9(F. iz) = F . (r2, s’) = p(rz), F. i, 
and x2 differ by a map on which 9 is zero. As F. i, and F. i, = a1 are stabily homotopic, 
the proof is complete. 
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It is of interest ,to find which of the morphisms in G??,. come from geometric maps 
under the fur.itor .F. I don’t have a general ans\ver, but the next corollary shows that the 
collection of such maps is clcsed under homotopy in G%YG,. 
COROLL;\RY 3.2. If‘ZQ . X -+ Y in WI”, j? : ,F(X) --b .F( Y) in c%,, , .F(r,) = /3, then 
!here is a map ‘A? : X- Y so that 3(x,) = /?. 
Proof. By the Theorem 3.1, construct F inducing the homotopy P’(x,) = p. Set 
Y,_ = F. i, , so that 
Y;(x~) = F . (r’, 3’) = I;. 
It is appropriate to make some remarks at this point. 
1. 9 associates to each X E g-ly an exact couple over G, . Taking the spectral sequence 
of this exact couple, we get a sequence (B,, dr} so that 
a.) B, is a free, finitely-generated G,-module 
b.) B, =x;(X). 
This is analogous to chains in that it begins with a free object and after taking homology 
(more than once), we arrive at a graded group associated with n:(X). 
There is no hope of defining (stable) homotopy groups by projective resolutions in 
+?-lY,h. Every object is projective (an easy consequence of [Sal), and resolutions are short. 
One ought not expect to apply classical homological algebra here. We note that it is shown 
in [Sal that simple spaces may have infinitely generated stable homotopy modules. 
2. As remarked in the introduction, we do not know if there are stabily essential maps 
f with 9(f) = 0. This would follow from Freyd’s generating hypothesis [3] but seems to 
be weaker than it. One might also hope that 9;, is full; beyond Corollary 3.2, I am quite 
ignorant of the range of 9. 
It is the categories &??,A which play the role of the stable homotopy category with 
respect to the ring R. We wish to define some basic functors from de:, to the category of 
graded R-modules. GR, or to the category of graded abelian groups. First of all, observe 
that we have a family of maps 
JY.4 
. . . +A p-i,q+l Jp-“q+‘;,4P,4_A P+l.¶-l + . . . 
The kernel offP.4 is zero when g < 0, and the cokernel is zero whenever (I - 1 < 0. Thus, 
for our regular couples, the limit of these groups is achieved after finitely many terms. 
We set 
Definition 4.1. For the exact couple 2” = (A, B,f, g, II), 
ni(s) = lim Ai+i. -i 
7l*(bT) = C 0 ni(x>. 
I 
Clearly K’, is a functor from GVR to graded R-modules. In order to define homology and 
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cohomology, kve seek a definition of the chain-complex of an exact couple. This is provided 
as foilows: 
Definition 1.2. C&X; Z) = BP,’ where we keep the notation 2’ = (A, B,f, g, II). 
g. I: = n: C,(X; Z) -+ C,_,(zz-; Z) 
C*(sY; Z) q @ C,(X; Z) 
C, is clearly a functor from &?, to the category of R”-modules. The homology and CO- 
homology of X’, with any coefkients G, are defined to be the homology and cohomology 
of the chain and cochain complexes 
{C&S?; Z)@ G} and {Hom(C,(3’; Z); G)). 
We denote homology and cohomology by H,(X; G) and HP(X; G). They are both R"- 
modules. If R” = Z, they are ordinary abelian groups. 
In classical topology, there is the natural transformation 
h”(X) : x,(X> -+ H,(X; -a 
known as the Huerwicz homomorphism. We now define an analogue here. 
Definition 4.3. We denote by I!,(X), the essentially finite composition 
n,(~)-,B”;,“-t..~~B~o~B;~o=H,(~;Z). 
Here B;’ ’ refers to the (a, 0) group of the (k - 1)-derived couple. The first homomorphism 
is a canonical epimorphism, the others are monomorphisms. We refer to /z,(S) as the 
Hurewicz homomorphism, which in general is a homomorphism of R”-modules. 
Remarks. The basic notions defined above are all invariants of homotopy, as will now 
be shown. Hence, they are actually defined on H:,h. We shall also show that when the 
ring R=G,, the stable homotopy ring, the notions are in agreement with the classical 
concepts, and in $6, we will see that some of the important classical theorems generalize to 
the categories be:, , 
Here, we examine the invariance of the functors, which we have just defined, under 
homotopy. 
PROPOSI~ON 4.1. Let ‘pl = ‘pz : J -+ g, in the category tpV, . Then (qp,) # = ((pJ # : n,(tT) 
-+ 7r,v), n> 0. 
- - 
Proof. We denote B = (A, B,f; g, II>, x = (A, B,j’, ?j, t?), and OJ = (C, D, I, m, n). 
We are given a map 
F:~-t~~F~(ri,si)=~i,i= 1,2. 
Here, (ri, s’) are the canonical injections. In particular, we have a map 
F: AP*4@BP*+‘+ CP.4, 
with 
F*(l,O> = q1 and F*(l,g) = (pz. 
Here, we write (1, g) to mean 1 on the first factor and g on the second. Because BP9 4 = 0, 
whenever q < 0, q1 and (p2 agree on A p*p-i, for i > p. It is immediate that q1 and (p2 induce 
the same map in the limit, which completes the proof. 
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In order to establish the invariance of homology and cohomology, we show that 
homotopic maps in 859, inducz chain homotopic maps on the chain groups. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. With the abore notatiolrs, suppose )ve hnce cpI 2: cpl : 2’ --) JY in &V, 
Then the chain maps 
are chain homotopic. 
Prooj: We wish 
(pl)* and (‘p2)*: C,(,"t^; zj --* C,(liy; Z) 
to define a chain-homotopy A” : BP*,’ -+ DPfl*‘. Denoting the homo- 
topy in 6gR by F, we define Ape’ to be the composition 
BP-1.0: BP.0 
F 
-9 -+ D”* ‘, 
where the first map is inclusion as the third summand. Given z E BP-‘*‘, we calculate 
(writing 2 = m . n) 
(aA + A(f)(z) = /nn . k%(z) + Fgg&) = 
@k(I) + Fug/z(z) = &Yj(O, 2) + F(0, 0, g/1(z)) = 
F(-z, z, -gh(z)) + F(0, 0, gh(z)) = 
F(-z, 0, 0) + F@, 2, 0) = (d*(z) - (cpMz>, 
thus completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Homotopic maps in GV, iduce the same maps on homology and 
c01101n010gy. 
We now turn to the problem of showing how these functors are proper generalizations 
of the classical functors. Let ES’” denote, as before, the category of finite CW-complexes 
and cellular maps. In $3, we constructed a functor 
9 : wr- -+ B’E& ) 
where G, is the stable homotopy ring of spheres; it is also shown that F respects homotopy. 
Recall that 
F(X) = (7-$+,(XP), Crc;+,(XP/XP-‘), . . .) 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X E WI’-, % = .9(X) E &V,*. Then 
x,(5) = n,“(X) = lim 7c,+,(CmX). 
m 
Proof. The last equality is simply the definition. To prove the first, we note that 
n,(Z) = lim x:(X”‘) = 77”,(X), 
m-m 
where X’” denotes the m-skeleton of X, and the right hand equality follows from the basic 
fact that 
7-L,,(Xrnfl) = x,,(/YfZ) = . . . = 7?,t(X). 
In order to show that our definitions of homology and cohomology are correct in the 
classical case, we need 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let X E %./PC, 5Y = 9(X). Then 
1. C,(?Z; 2) = C,(X; Z), d7ere the right-handgroup is the cellular chain group. 
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2. The boundary homomorphism 
zn : C,(X: Z) --* C,_,(X: Z) 
coiticides I\.itli 
gh : c&z.; Z) + C,_,(.X; Z) 
II /I 
B n.0 B”-1.0 
(we denote 9‘ = (A, B,.f; g, /I).) 
Proof. The Hurewicz theorem shows that 
B n*” = c&4?-‘; Z) = 7t,‘(Xn/Xn-l) = H”(X”/Y’) = C,,(X; Z). 
and the proposition follows in the standard fashion. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Under the aboce hypothesis, 
f&(X; G) = If@.; G) 
and 
H”(X; G) = H”(X: G) 
We now study the Hurewicz homomorphism. 
P~oeosrrro~ 4.5. Let X E few, .% = F(X) E &3,. Then rhe homomorphisms 
n”(.?F)+H~O+~~~+B~O= H,(S;Z) 
atid 
k,+, 
(r- I 
. ’ 
,.I 
i?X-U = Z” +,,(C”‘-V - H, + ,F’X) Z H,(X), 
Ivllere m is s-lrficiently large and C, is the suspension isotnorphism on homology, coincide utzdet 
rhe aboce ident$cations. 
Proof. By suspending sufficiently many times, we may assume that we are in the stable 
range already. A,, is a natural transformation of homotopy to homology, and thus it induces 
a (group) homomorphism from the exact couple F(X) = 57 to the homology couple 
CC H,+,(J3, C H~+&XpIxp-‘k i, ,A, 4) 
as in [4]. This gives a commutative diagram 
H”;X; Z) + . . . . . --t E&(X’; Z) 
where the bottom now is the edge homomorphism in the spectral sequence for 
(2 Hp+&V, X Hp+q(xp/~p-l), . . .>. 
Since this latter spectral sequence is trivial, the bottom row is the identity, completing the 
proof. 
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We have thus shosn that our definitions of homolcgy, etc., in the category 6YR are 
proper generalizations of the usual topological notions, for the stable range. Our next goal 
is to show that the functor ;I,, is representable, and then to generalize the basic theorems of 
topology to &9;, . 
In order to show how, in t-K,, the functor n,,, is representable, we shall first define the 
analogue of a sphere in the category &%‘, . 
S” = (A, B,f; g, /I) 
with 
BP.4 = 
i 
0 ifp # 12 
Rq, if p = n 
Ro = A”.0 = ;4n+1.-1 = _4”+‘-’ = . . . 
Rq=,$‘.q=An+l.q--l = . . . 
All other terms are zero. All maps in the couple are either isomorphisms or zero maps. It is 
clear that S” is an exact couple of R-modules. 
We define 1, E n,(Y) = ,4”,’ = R” to be the class 1 E R”. One easily checks that 
7cTC,,(S”) = R”‘. 
We wish to represent the functor K,, as homotopy classes of maps from S”. More 
precisely, 
THEOREM 5.1. There is a natural equivalence of fhctors in 6’%, , 
($3 : {S” -+ a} --) n,(z-), 
Ibhere {S” -+ 5Ft^) denotes the set (in fact, group) of homotopy classes of maps S” -+ X. 
Proof. Let {Y) denote a homotopy class of maps S” --f X. We define 
cp({Xl) = gs(lJ. 
By Prop 4.1, this definition is independent of the choice of u. We shall first show that cp is 
epimorphic. Suppose that 5? = (C, D, !, m, n) and that we are given a E x,(2”), i.e. 
a E [im cn+i, -i 
Consider the sequence 
D n+i.-i+l +cn+i-I.-i+1 --f cn+i.-i --, p+i.-i 
(We easily distinguish n, as a map, from n as an index, by context.) If i > 1, both end 
terms vanish and the middle map is an isomorphism. If i = 1, the right term vanishes, and 
the middle map is an epimorphism. Therefore, a pulls back to a unique class a, E C”+l*-l 
and pulls back non-uniquely to a, E C”,‘. The element a, is determined up to an image of 
an element in D”+l*O. 
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We wish to d&e an R-linear couple map ,E : Y-t I’ 3 cp(ip) I = a. Set 
jj : .jn. 0 _ C”. 0 to be giLen by ,6(l) = (Jo. 
#I : ,-i”sq ---t c”~’ by /$v, = fi(r.1) = r./?(l) E (7.‘. 
p : ‘4 nTi.Pi__, Cfl-i.Vi, by pj’= /i;, and itzr;ltss, 
p : B”. 4 --f D”- (1, by i; = /77./jy- *. 
That is to say, this !ast map is the composition 
B”. 4 L ‘4”. 4 : C”. i, II: L)“> ‘I. 
a 
It is easy to check that /: is a map in the category 69,. Furthermore, because 
P(1) = q-l, B<(V = fl; 
that is to say 
+4{,0>) = 0. 
Thus, cp is epimorphic. 
We now wish to show that cp is monomorphic. Suppose that \ve are given two maps 
cL1Jlz: S”-tX, 
so that 
cp({y,l) = cp(~%>), 
or in other words, 
(%)#(L) = (%)#(l”). 
We observe that 51, and a2 agree on An+iBq, where i > 0. We wish to construct a homotopy 
F:S’ -+ .T between rl and u2. This amounts to the definition of maps 
and 
which we do as follows 
Ifp < II, Fl = 0. 
If p = tz, we define 
by 
Fl : AP.4 @ BP.4 -+ cpsq 
Fl :A”.“@B”~o-,C”.o 
Fl(“, I) = a,(u) i (CL? - cc,)(g_'(1)) 
and we extend linearly in R. 
If p > n, we set F,(u, 1) = ~~(2~). 
We define 
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This last definition is admissible, because the domain of definition is free and the difference 
between rZ and x1 lies in the image of n. 
We must now v,erify that F = (F,, F2) is a map in t”VZR, and that 
F * (r’, sz) = ri, i = 1, 2. 
We shall first show that the ladder 
Ap- 1.4+10Bp-I.~-I~,1p.908 P.&D.‘@~P~4@~P+? ~,P-I.,oBP-l.y 
I 
F1 Fl PI FI 
1 i “I L ” i 
p-1.4” ) CP.” ,DP.4 +CP-L.Q 
commutes, assuming F. (ri, si) = xi, and then, we show the latter. 
In the first square, when p - 1 = II, we have 
lF,(U, c) = [(‘A,(U) + (Z2 - x,)g_‘(c)) = scJ(u) + 0 = uJ‘(u). 
F,f(u, c) = FI(f(U), 0) = Y,J‘(I& 
When p - 1 < n, the domain is trivial. 
When JI - I > n, /F,(u, L;) = h,(u) = cr,j’(u), and F,~(u, L.) = u&u), as above. 
In the second square, when p = II, we have 
FJ(u, c) = F2(g(zc) - L’, L‘, -g/z(c)) 
= mr,g-‘(g(u) - V) + n:u,g-l(v) -!- Jz-yC(t - cc,)g-‘(-gh(4) 
= ma,(u) -f- m(n, - a,)g_‘(L’) + n- ‘(az - q)( -/r(o)). 
On the other hand, mF,(u, V) = m(ar(u) + (rZ - tiI(g-r(u)). The equality follows from 
the fact that h is zero in the exact couple s”. 
In the second case, where p > n, 
F,g(u, c) = mr,(u) + m(u2 - a,)g-l(u), whereas, mF,(u, v) = m(ccl(u)). 
But this case, M, and ~r agree so that we have equality. 
Lastly, we calculate 
= a,h(u) + u?g-‘(w) - r:,g-J(w) + cc2 /I(U) 
an d 
nF2(u, L~,\L.) = n(mcxlg-‘(u) + m+g-l(v)) + (x2 - ul)gdJ(~~) 
= (% - %)g- Y4 
Because h is always zero in S”, the result follows for every p. 
Finally, we have to consider the compositions F - (ri, 5’). 
FJ(u, 0) = EJ(U> 
F:(N, 0, 0) = ma,g-‘(rr). 
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Because r,g = mrl, we have 
mr,g-‘(u) = ‘1,gg9-‘(11) = Yr(ll). 
On the other hand, 
F,(U, g(4) = X1(11) + (22 - X1 )g- ‘(g(u)) 
= x2(u). 
F,(O, c, 0) = 772 . 12 . g-‘(c). 
Because x2g = 171 + x2, the latter is x2(u). This shows that $0 is monomorphic, completing 
the proof of the representation theorem. In the next section, we establish the analogues of 
the basic theorem of Hurewicz and Whitehead for the category ~9%~. 
We first show that under suitable hypotheses, the Hurewicz homomorphism /r,(X) is 
isomorphic in the first non-trivial dimension and epimorphic in the next dimension. Our 
hypothesis, in the geometric case where R = G, , is precisely the same as the Hurewicz 
theorem, at least for the stable range. 
THEOREM 6.1. (Hurewicz). Let Cl E &%fR, cud suppose that 2’ = (A, El, f, g, A). Assunre 
thnt 
Bpeq = 0, for p < II ami all q. 
Then h,(3) : q,(X) --t H,(z’; 2) is an isontorphism, and II,+ , (2‘) i.r c/n epimorphisnr. 
+oof. 1 By definition, h,(X) is the composition 
~,(~)--,B~O-,~~~-tB~‘O~B~~O=H”(~:Z) 
The first map is an epimorphism, consisting of the projection 
We consider the exact sequence 
Bn--l.q+r+An--Z.q+l --,An--l,q_*B”-I.(/ 
Our hypothesis implies An--ZVqfi N” An-‘vq for all g. Similarly, one sees that 
+&I Z _/tn-l,q+r Z . . . z A”-“.4+k-’ 
The right term is zero, for sufficiently large k, so that 
A”-‘*q=Oforallq. 
Hence, the above projection is an isomorphism. We claim that the composition 
II0 B; -+...+B;,‘+B;.‘, 
which is an inclusion, is also an isomorphism. By our hypothesis, no element of bidegree 
01, 0) is an image under or in the kernel of a non-zero differentia1. Therefore, B$’ = BJ* ‘. 
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To show that A,+I(.X) is onto, :ve need only to see that the composition from I?:*’ to 
B1.O is an epimorphkm. But the ditfertntiais ttz ,d, , . . . in the spectral sequence (B,, I/,> 
associated without exact couple all lower the first degree by at least 2. Hence again we get 
completing the proof. 
T~~EORE\I 6.2 (J. H. C. Whitehead). Let 2’ E E%“R. S:rppose tiraf R” = Z, the integers. 
.4ssun1~ that B” * =c Bpsy is CL free-gradd R-nzoclde on generators in BP*‘, all p. Let u : 
(/.! %# : Tip(Z) 2 7?p(cv), illl p. 
(2.) yl* : H&l‘; 2) 2 H&Y; Z), all p. 
Proo/: (2.) s (1.) Consider the associated spectral sequence {B,; Cr,). (2.) affirms that 
2 induces an isomorphism on B2. it follows that r* induces an isomorphism on B,, r > 2, 
and hence on B,. Since X,(X) is obtained from B, by successive extensions, repeated 
application of the five-lemma gives the statement (I). 
Conversely, ass~lm the statement (f.). Then ‘1 induces an isomorphism on B,. 
We shall reduce the proof to the comparison theorem (see [6]). By a dimension shift, if 
necessary, we assume both spectral sequences vanish when the first degree is 0. We augment 
both sequences. where the first degree is 0, by putting 
B0.4 = R” 
All diRtxntinls to and from B”.q are to be zero, and x is extended to map the (0, q) terms 
identically. By our hypothesis, we may use the Kunneth theorem to calculate B,. Because 
Y induces isomorphisms on B$*” and BP,‘, we invoke the comparison theorem to conclude 
that r induces an isomorphism on BP*‘, which completes the proof. 
Retmrks. 1.) For the proof (2) 3 (I), the hypothesis of the theorem is not necessary. 
2.) In the geometric case, BP* ’ is a free abelian group, and B P* * =y BP* 4 is a free G,-module. 
The hypothesis of the theorem is then clearly satisfied. 4 
3.) One may also prove the slightly stronger theorem where the statements (I .) and (2.) are 
replaced by corresponding conditions for a finite range of dimensions (isomorphic for p C: 11 
and epimorphic for p = !I + I). 
4.) Either hypothesis implies that c* induces an isomorphism of the first derived couples. 
We now present some examples and illustrate some of the phenomena which can occur 
when R is not the ring G,. In section 5, we showed that analogues of spheres exist for any 
R. Our first goal here is to construct the analogue of an Eilenberg-MacLane space, in the 
case where R = k[x], where k is a field, s an indeterminante of positive degree, and k[x] 
means the graded polynomial ring. The spectral sequence of the example is best shown by 
a diagram : 
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We proceed to give the definition. 
D:$virio~z 7. I. Let R = k[x], deg(s) = /;z > 1. We define 
i 
0, ifp # r or r + I)Z + 1. 
ap.“= k,ifp=r,q=O(modm) 
\ k, ifp = r + m + 1, (I = 0 (mod ffi). 
Br.* an~ B;+m+l,* are free modules, on one generator, over k[s]. 
k = -4r.o = _Ar+l.-l = . . . 
~_=~r,m=~r+l,nt-l =... =~r+m,O 
k = Ar,Zm = /1r+1.2jT1-1 = . . . = Ar+m.m 
I’ ,6 otherwise 
In addition to the maps already prescribed, we have isomorphism 
/Irso ) = B’* 0 Ai-. m = B’, m . . . . 
g+m+1,0 = A 
r+m, 0 ,B -Ar+‘“*m,... T+m+l.m _ 
All other maps are zero. It is clear that the sequences are exact, and that the couple has the 
structure of an R-module. 
Remarks. 1.) If we denote the couple constructed in Def. 7.1 by 3, 
H,(S’ ; Z) = 
k, if p = T, r + m + 1 
0 otherwise 
x,(X)= 
i 
X-, ifp = r 
0 otherwise 
This last remark follows from the fact that B, vanished for every total degree except I-, 
and it is l-dimensional over k for total degree r. 
2.) An important difference between c?‘%‘~ and the usual geometric case is that an 
Eilenberg-MacLane object may have relatively simple homology. 
We now wish to construct a map 
r* : x---f sr+m+l (see $5) 
in the category &c4=,,,, . We define c( to map Br+“‘C1vO, Brim+lrm, . . . all identically. The 
map cx is defined to be zero on every other term of the exact couple 5Y. We shall verify that 
z is a map in our category: 
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1.) Denote S”“” by (C, D, . .). We must verify commutativity 
0 f 
‘4 
r+m+ l.im ,~rfm+l,h ,Ar+m,im 
in 
I 0 I ,, 0 = I 0 I 
Cr+m+ I,im -D rCnl+ l.inr -c T+m, im 
where i is a positive integer. However, the groups ,-lrr”‘+‘*im and C’f”‘9i’” are both zero, 
and the result is clear. 
2.) To check that 2 is a R-linear means that we must verify commutativity in the 
diagrams 
But this is clear from the definitions. 
Remnrks. By construction, the map CL induces an isomorphism 
Ct* 1 Ifr+,+l(S; Z)-‘Hr+,+l(Sr+‘“+“; Z) 
Hence, c( cannot be null-homotopic. However, because n,(T) = 0, p > I-, u must necessarily 
induce the zero map on homotopy groups. Thus, the analogue of the generating hypothesis 
of [3], in the category c%,,,, , is false. In other words, if this hypothesis of [3] is true, it is 
probably true because of special properties of the rin g G,. The hypothesis would imply 
strong properties of G, , but unfortunately, at present, we know little of G, as an algebraic 
object. 
One may generalize this process to other unsolved problems about the stable homotopy 
category. Specifically, if a problem about the stable homotopy category can be formulated 
in terms of the notions which we have generalized to B%‘,, then one may formulate the 
problem in GCe,. An example of a problem, actually a special case of the generalized 
generating hypothesis, for which I do not know the answer, either in the stable homotopy 
category or in &VR, is the following: 
Problem. If a map J: .% --$ T in &VR (resp. the stable homotopy category), 5Y inde- 
composable, induces the identity homomorphism on homotopy groups (stable homotopy 
groups), isf homotopic (stabilty homotopic) to the identity? 
(Indecomposable means not the sum of non-zero objects.) 
§8 
In this last section, we outline a construction of a mapping cylinder in the category 
MR. While this may be of interest for its own sake, my reason for presenting it is to show 
where the difficulties lie, when one attempts to construct mapping cones and a relative 
theory. 
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Let I : (A, B,f, g, h) -+ (C, D, I, nz, n) be a morphism in ~9%‘~. 
Definition 8. I. (iCfz, Xx, q, r, s) is given by 
JfP.9 = CPs9@BP.4 
.I 
iJ.P.4=BP.Q@BP-1.4@ DP.4 
1 
&, r> = (44, 0) 
r(s, y) = (y, 0, no) 
5(X, y, z) = (n(z), y) 
It is easy to verify that (Al,, N,, q, r, s) E G%‘, . There is a canonical map given by 
i: (4 B,f,g, II>-+ Cl&, lv,,cl, r, s> 
where 
iA = (a(s), g(s)) 
iBti) = (Y, HA, 4~)) 
There is also a natural map from (C, D, 1, m, n) to (IV=, N,, q, r, s), which is 
actually a homotopy equivalence. The map i is homotopically equivalent to u. 
In the geometric case, the inclusion YcM,, where 2 : X -+ Y, admits a retraction 
s : Ma + nJ. Using this remark it is not difficult to check that the functor 9 (as in section2) 
converts the geometric mapping cylinder to the mapping cylinder above, for R = G, . 
Furthermore, in the geometric case, the canonical map i is induced by the inclusion XC M,. 
The difficulty in constructing mapping cones, in the category B%‘, , can be traced to 
the fact that the canonical morphism i is not necessarily a monomorphism on every group 
in the exact couple. Indeed, i * : A -+ M, may have a kernel. This prevents a passage to 
quotient, and hence, a straightforward theory of mapping cones. Perhaps a more sophisti- 
cated construction would work in this case. On the other hand, since our theory makes 
sense for virtually any R, we can not expect all the properties of stable algebraic topology 
to carry over. 
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